Abstract: Media/ press have always played a role of a watchdog, highlighting the human rights violation of masses. But who takes the charge when human rights of media professionals are violated? When it comes to Kashmir which has been a conflict area since early 90's, there have been many cases where journalists have lost their lives while performing their duties. There have been number of cases when copies of newspapers have been prevented from distribution and publications have been forced to stop. During the July 2016 unrest in Kashmir (after the killing of Burhan Wani) curfew was imposed in entire valley wherein journalists were not allowed to move and perform their duties. One of the newspapers Kashmir Reader was banned for months. This paper strives to find out the media environment and state of human right of journalists working in Kashmir.
According to the 'Round Up Report' for the year 2017 of Reporters Without Border updated on 25th December 2017, 52 journalists, 7 citizen journalists and 8 media assistants have been killed worldwide in connection with their work and India is ranked 136 out of 180 surveyed Countries. (Violations of press freedom barometer, 2017). When we talk about reporting in a state like Jammu and Kashmir which has been a conflict area for more than 26 years, the authorities must make extra efforts to ensure the safety of the rights of the media professionals as the chances of violation of these rights are more than in any non-conflict area. Around a dozen journalists have been killed in Jammu and Kashmir since the insurgency began starting with the killing of Lassa Kaul, Director Doordarshan who was killed by militants on his way home on Feb 13, 1990 . (Khalid, 2012) Many journalists were abducted by the army and militant outfits and imposition of restriction on free movement of journalists has been observed a number of times. Besides restriction on freedom of speech and expression, journalists continued to encounter physical harassment and verbal suggestions or written directives from the government or militant groups to slant coverage a certain way.(India | Country report | Freedom of the Press | 2013 Press | , 2013 On 8 th July 2016 when a separatist military commander, Burhan Wani, was killed in south Kashmir following which protest broke out in Kashmir, "Around 45 civilians were killed and more than 1,600 were injured. On 15th July, police raided the offices and printing plants of newspapers like Kashmir Times, Greater Kashmir, Kashmir Observer and Rising Kashmir and seized a large number of printed copies. During the raids, 50,000 copies of the daily Kashmir Uzma were also seized."(RSF condemns Kashmir media blackout by Indian authorities | RSF, 2016 2016).During the communal riot in the Kishtwar district of Jammu and Kashmir which in the year 2013, after the riots began, the first thing that the state government did was prevent the publication of newspapers, stopped news channels from broadcasting the news and discontinued the internet facility in the state. (Chatterji, 2013) . Same steps were taken when Afzal Guru, the 2001 parliament attack convict was hanged in Tihar jail on February 9, 2013. The media in Kashmir was prevented from publishing, TV and Radio were taken off air and internet facility were discontinued. (Mustafa, 2013) On 3. To investigate the judicial, business and administrative pressures on journalists working in Kashmir.
Methodology:
In-depth Interview of four accredited and senior journalists was conducted for the study as the sensitive nature of the data suggested that the indepth interviews might be most appropriate for this study. 
Media Environment
The journalists working in Kashmir believe that since Kashmir is a conflict zone, the journalists have to be cautious while covering stories as some of the stake holders might not like the way in which a particular story is covered. The journalists believe that they were not able to work freely particularly in the year 2016. Most of the unrest and violence following the killing of Burhan Wani took place in south Kashmir and all the media organizations are majorly located in Srinagar and could not reach south Kashmir as curfew was imposed and media professionals were not allowed to move. The journalists believe that although the state has enormous talent and the newspaper strength has grown manifolds in past 26 years, the state has failed in institutionalizing journalism in Kashmir. The journalists believe that they are continuously working under pressure both direct and indirect from different agencies. They revealed that the journalists have seen very tough times working in Kashmir as 13 of their colleagues have lost their lives and many journalists have been either jailed, harassed, intimidated or beaten up. They further revealed that there are no privately-owned TV and Radio stations that broadcast news whileDoordarshan and All India Radio despite being public broadcasters are totally controlled by the government and always toe the line and propagate government side more than highlighting what is happening on the ground.
Media Censorship
The journalists working in Kashmir believe that media censorship exists in Kashmir as many newspaper organizations have been raided by the authorities and there was a blatant ban on Kashmir Reader newspaper following the 2016 unrest that lasted for months. The journalists believed that no journalists will claim that he has not been restricted from doing something either officially or unofficially or no journalist will claim that he has not resorted to self-censorship. Most of the journalists still believed that they have done their job professionally even under very testing circumstances as they have always ensured to get the other side of the story as well. However, photojournalists have always worked under more restrictions.
Violence and Abusive Treatment of Journalists
The journalists interviewed revealed that they face a lot of violence and abusive treatment and they have been beaten up, intimidated, harassed, their cameras are broken and at times they are slapped with Public Safety Act. One of the journalists said that he has survived three assassination attempts besides being threatened and intimidated by both government and militants. The journalists working in Kashmir believe that their curfew passes are not honoured by the forces and they are not allowed to reach to the victims or to a particular spot to cover a story. The journalists revealed that the abusive treatment and violence has been part of their lives.
Media Legislation
Talking about the laws that safeguard the human rights of journalists, the interviewees revealed that the legal provisions are there, but they are not implemented in Kashmir. They believe that there are only two newspapers where the employees are protected under the labor law. The journalists believe that the security forces need training regarding how to deal with the journalists as they see journalists as a threat and not as a messenger. One of the interviewee said that journalists working in Kashmir also need to be trained about how to work in a conflict zone. The journalists believe that the information sought through Right to Information act is usually delayed and denied in most of the cases under the garb of national security and defense. However, some journalists believe that RTI was still evolving in the state and journalists need to be sensitized to an extent as to how beneficial it could be for them. The journalists believe that there was no requirement of new laws as far as their human rights are concerned but just the implementation of already existing laws is needed.
State responsibility in abusive treatment of journalists
The interviewees believe that the state has been responsible for the abusive treatment to the journalists working in Kashmir as many journalists have been beaten up number of times. The journalists revealed that there are both visible and invisible pressures. Invisible pressures like journalists receive messages from different people asking why a particular story was covered and, in such situations, not everything is made public and eventually the journalist succumbs to the pressure. They believe that their phones are being tapped by the police and other government agencies and they are under constant surveillance. The journalists apprised that in 2010 there were restrictions, journalists were harassed and intimidated and newspapers were not allowed to publish for 15 days. The interviewees believe that the authorities curtail their movement whenever there is a shut down and do not honour the curfew passes issued to them when curfew is imposed. The journalists believe that the authorities allow only selected news channels especially the ones from New Delhi to cover stories as they highlight only one side of the story and toe the government line. Citing the examples of recent unrest in July 2016, the journalists revealed that a local newspaper Kashmir Reader was banned for months without revealing the reasons which was condemned by the Editors Guild of India as well. During the same unrest two of the photojournalists also received pellet gun injuries in their eyes. They believe that journalists are summoned to the police station, arrested at times and in extreme cases slapped with Public Safety Act that is imprisoned without trial.
State's Role in Combating Impunity for those Responsible for Violence and Abuses
When asked whether the authorities try to punish those responsible for the abuses or violence against media persons, the interviewees informed that there is no action is such cases and at the most they are given assurances that a strong note has been taken against those who are involved in the abuses. However, some of the journalists opined that there is an effort by the state to defend those who are responsible for such actions and in some case the violators are even promoted and given good postings.
Judicial, Business and Administrative Pressures
The interviewees believe that the journalists working in Kashmir are facing all sorts of pressures. The journalists said that it is unfortunate that the newspaper offices are raided, and the copies are seized by the authorities. The journalists said at times they are dictated what to cover and what not to. Banning of newspapers like Kashmir Reader is a warning to all other newspapers that if they do not toe the government line they will face the same consequences. The interviewees further believe that the withdrawal of DAVP advertisements is a major tactic employed by the authorities to pressurize the media and organizations like Rising Kashmir, Kashmir Times and Greater Kashmir are bearing that brunt from last six years. The state government advertisement is also banned at times by the Department of Information and Public Relations.
Internet and New Media
The journalists believe that the authorities have exercised direct control over the internet services in Kashmir. The journalists revealed that during the 2016 unrest, mobile internet was banned for four months and then broadband and other internet services were also stopped. The interviewees revealed that for the first three days of the unrest there was no internet at all and after a protest from the media fraternity, the broadband services of the government owned BSNL were resumed. The journalists apprised that they faced lots of problems during this time as even mobile phones and short message services (SMS) were also banned and the reporters had to use landline phones for covering and filing the stories. The Journalists mentioned that stopping internet service is nothing new to them as it has been happening in the past as well whenever there is any law and order situation however they opined that banning internet and mobile phone services lead to even worst law and order situation as people are misinformed in the absence of functional media.
Discussion and Conclusion
This paper has attempted to describe the Status of human rights of the journalists working in Kashmir, focusing on issues like media legislation, violence and abuses against journalists and censorship.
The study reveals that the journalists believe that the authorities indulge in censorship by way of preventing the publication, seizure of issues of newspapers and controlling the communication medium like the internet and telephones. It is interesting to note that the UNESCO's 1979 report on 'Means of enabling active participation in the Communication process and analysis of the right to communicate' mentions, "The changing world situation is bringing about profound changes in human communication. Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) states, "Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers. Likewise, the fundamental rights of the Indian Constitution provide for, under Article 19 (1) (a), 'All citizens should have right to freedom of speech and expression.' This right is extended to the press as well.
The McBride Commissions report states, "Everyone has the right to communicate: the components of this comprehensive human right include but are not limited to the following specific communication rights: (a) a right to assemble, a right to discuss, a right to participate and related association rights; (b) a right to inquire, a right to be informed, a right to inform and related information rights; and (c) a right to a culture, a right to choose, a right to privacy and related human development rights (…) The achievement of a right to communicate would require that communication resources be available for the satisfaction of human communication needs. "We suggest that this approach promises to advance the democratization of communication on all levelsinternational, national, local, individual. (MacBride, 1980: 173) The present study reveals that the journalists working in Kashmir believe that there is no freedom of information law in Kashmir as the present laws like the right to information act; do not make it easier for them to access the officially held information. The interviewees emphasize that the authorities use withdrawal of advertisement to curb the right to freedom of speech and expression of media. The journalists further stated that the laws are not implemented on ground.
Article 5 of the UDHR states that no one shall be subjected to torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, Article 9 of UDHR states that no one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile while Article 13 of UDHR provides for right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of every state. All these rights are also guaranteed by the Indian constitution under the fundamental rights (Article 12-35).
However, the study reveals that the journalists working in Kashmir believe that there are abused, beaten up and harassed. They have many times faced restriction in movement, seizures of copies of newspapers, searches and interrogations.
